
2330 SMART HOUSE SAMPLE COMMANDS 
Most Interesting Functions/Features .. our Guests like to try...: 

 
 Automated Lights / just open the door: If it's dark outside and you open the front door, the skyway 

lights automatically come on so you can see. 
 "Echo, Turn on Goodnight Routine": If you're in-bed and arguing about who should get up to shut 

off the lights... just say the above-- and the shades will go down, lights will go off (in the whole 
house) and the front door will lock.  Once triggered, you need to say "Echo Turn on Goodmorning 
Routine" or wait until the next morning to reset it. 

 "Echo Play Music" -- starts playing music based on your learned preferences. 
 "Echo Turn ON or OFF Kitchen Lights" -- lights go on or off. 

 
Overall disclaimer -- the house was designed so that if the WIFI goes out, or the smart-hub has errors, you 
can STILL use all the devices.  They all have natural / manual switches that work the old fashioned way. 
 

1) Lights: 

 Try: “Echo, turn on the lights” or “Echo set the lights to *100.”  *50, 75, etc. 

 1. Options – we can add this feature throughout various rooms in the house. Currently it’s only in 
the Kitchen & Living Room. 

Result: Kitchen Lights will turn on/off  

 
2) Thermostat Control 

Try: “Echo, turn basement thermostat to 67 degrees”  or  (insert)  upstairs  or  main floor 

*This feature is not currently enabled, but can be for $400* 

Result: Thermostat will adjust accordingly. Thermostat control is also on the iPad wall tablets, as 
well as the eco-bee thermostat wall controls on each floor. 

 
3) Automated Shades & House Lock Down - Master Bedroom (upstairs, in the room): 

Try: “Echo, turn on goodnight routine” 

*This feature is not currently enabled, but can be for $600* 

Result: Master bedroom lights turn off, and Serena blackout shades lower automatically. 
Additionally, the front door will automatically lock.  

Other 

 Front Door will automatically lock after a set time if you forget 

 

Other (To be Installed Prior to Close): 

 Garage Door Tells you if it remains open – will auto close 
 You can activate/de-activate your home alarm from anywhere in the world - $10 / mo 

(professionally monitored) 
 Answer the doorbell from anywhere in the world – video chat & lock/unlock your door 


